Cogeneration plant to save MSC $150,000

by Maureen McGowan

An annual savings of $150,000 on electric and oil bills is expected with the installation of the cogeneration project on campus, Jerome Quinn, director of Facilities Planning, said.

According to Thomas Stepnowski, assistant vice president of Facilities, "Cogeneration is the simultaneous production of electrical power and heat energy from the same fuel." He also said that in addition to annual savings of 10 percent on utility bills, the cogeneration project is ecologically more sound. Instead of heavy oils that are now burned to create heat and hot water, gas will be used. The result is a substantial reduction in emissions into the environment.

An also considerable amount of steam is created during this process and, instead of letting it escape, which is what usually happens, the steam will be captured and put to use. Absorption air conditioning units are situated throughout the campus and they can run on this steam. Along with being more cost effective, this process is also ozone friendly. It does not require the use of CFC, a refrigerant that adds to the depletion of the ozone and global warming.

Stepnowski said that there will be no "expenditure of college funds." The system will be designed, built, financed and operated by an outside vendor, the Montclair Cogeneration Project Associated Limited Partnership (MCPALP). Frank Wolak of Independent Energy Corp., one of two companies that form the partnership, said MCPALP will then sell electricity and steam to the college at a discount. According to Wolak, the whole system will cost MCPALP approximately $5.5 million, "we're approximately $5.5 million, "we're
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Florio's proposal may save MSC $1.4 million

by Maureen McGowan

MSC stands to gain $1.4 million from Governor Florio's Tuition Stabilization Incentive Program (TSIP) which would only cause tuition to go up about $45 a credit, Thomas Asch, vice president for Administration and Finance, said.

Florio is scheduled to include $30 million in his 1993 budget, in additional aid to public colleges and universities in order to try and stabilize steadily increasing tuition rates of about 9 to 12 percent. In order for the schools to be eligible for the addition funding they must cap their tuition increases for the 1993 fiscal year at 4.5 percent.

Also included in Florio's plan is an increase of $14.5 million in Tuition Aid Grants (TAG), a state supported assistance program for low and middle income families. A $1 million increase in the Educational Opportunity Fund (EOF), a program that offers both financial and educational aid to the most disadvantaged college students.

This increase will bring the total amount of EOF funding to over $70 million for 1993 and an increase of $520,000 for the Urban Scholars Program, a scholarship program targeted at high school seniors from the state's most economically depressed areas.

Rob Tranter, SGA treasurer said, "In my opinion it can only do good. If the State Assembly decides to work with the governor, it will only mean more money for the school and eventually the students."

Tony Susco, SGA president, said that the plan clearly favors students and if the budget is approved it will be very beneficial.

"We don't want to jump the gun on this, we want to look at the plan more closely," he said.

"In the meantime I guess we will have to wait and see what happens," Auch said.

Campus Life:

New computer column on page 10
Where's the shuttle? find it on page 13

Editorial:

Anti-Swartz letter on page 16
Environmental Theatre concludes on page 17

Arts:

Inside Class One Concerts on page 18
Medicine Man needs therapy on page 21

Bobby Seale calls MSC students to active involvement

by Sam Sheber

Bobby Seale, co-founder of the Black Panthers and ex-political prisoner, stressed the role of "active involvement" in achieving social change Monday in the Student Center Ballroom. The self-proclaimed "political revolutionary humanist," spoke before 80 students and faculty on behalf of African-American Heritage Month and recalled his personal transformation from college student to leader in the Black Nationalist movements.

Born the son of a master carpenter in Texas in 1936, Seale was trained as an architect. After a term in the U.S. Air Force, Seale held various jobs as a stand-up comedian, jazz drummer and technician in a defense plant before enrolling at Merritt College in Oakland, CA in the early sixties.

Discussing his family's apoliticalleness and the brainwashing he received in the military, Seale credited his college experience as the catalyst for the beginning of his self discovery in the context of Black history and African heritage.

Seale said he could recall elementary school teachers chastising him for his speech patterns. It wasn't until his college days that he learned of the rich history of African languages and their remnants in the current African-American dialect.

It was at Merritt College, then becoming an incubator for young Black Nationalists, that Seale met Panther co-founder Huey P. Newton. Newton studied law and his knowledge played an important role in the operation of the Panthers.

Malcolm X's impact on Seale was immeasurable, but Malcolm's stance on violence was not yet part of Seale's philosophy. All this changed in 1963 when Seale learned of Malcolm X's assassination while watching television. Seale recalled that day: "I went to the street immediately and found it empty so I had myself a one man riot."

Seale said he formed the Panthers in 1965 in order to take the Black Nationalist movement to a higher level that would affect real social change. Working on the belief that "power is the ability to define phenomena and make it act in a desired manner," the Black Panthers drafted a ten point platform that considered housing, education, security and the
change to rain rain. Maybe snow late. Some clouds.

Eager to learn and at the same time adults improve their literacy skills.

The children become residents with children to learn how to read and discuss children's books. The adults then pass on their knowledge to their children. The children become eager to learn and at the same time adults improve their literacy skills.

Theatre Fest kickoff

Actress Carol Channing will be at Memorial Auditorium to kick off the Theatre Fest summer season in her Broadway revue on June 16.

Other attractions during the summer season include August Wilson's Ma Rainey's Black Bottom, from June 24 through July 5; Robert Harling's comedy-drama Steel Magnolias, from July 8 through the 19 and Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice's Broadway revue on June 16.

Memorial Auditorium to kick off the season.

Other attractions during the summer season include August Wilson's Steel Magnolias, from July 8 through the 19 and Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice's Broadway revue on June 16.

PMC's Partnership for Family Reading

Office at 893-5112.

Azerbaijani village. Women and children were among the 20 people injured in the tank and artillery assault.

Arménian militants launched a major offensive into the Nagorno-Karabakh region by capturing an Armenian village. Women and children were among the 20 people injured in the tank and artillery assault.

Pakistan's government has stepped up colonization of the land captured during the 1967 Arab-Israeli War.

President Bush said the United States would phase out production of ozone depleting chemicals, mainly chloro-flouro carbons. Bush stated the new goal would be reached in the year 1995 rather than the year 2000 agreed upon by International Treaty. Senator Al Gore said, "It took an ozone hole over Kennebunkport to get his attention but he is finally recognizing an urgent problem that needs immediate response."

California was pounded by torrential rains and heavy mountain snows. The San Fernando Valley received up to eight and a half inches of rain causing flash flooding that led to the rescue of scores of people trapped on top of cars and stuck in trees. With more rain expected, a significant dent in California's drought is anticipated.

New Jersey home sales increased 23.8 percent from a year ago during the fourth quarter. The increase in sales has kept its momentum into the early weeks of 1992.

Mayor Dinkins' hopes for re-election were damped when a poll released Tuesday showed he was as much as 12 percent behind probable Republican candidate Rudolf Giuliani. It also showed Dinkins could not get enough support to avoid a runoff against other Democrats in the primaries.

Natural gas station was opened and initially will be used by fleet operators. Natural gas is significantly cleaner than gasoline. It emits only 15 percent of the carbon monoxide that gas does.

Police had to cut their way through a bedroom window to get a 600 pound man who hurt his back out of his home on Long Island.

It is the policy of The Montclarion to correct all errors.

If you spot an error please call us at 893-5169
SGA News:
Student escort service may begin again at MSC

by Steven Gateward

Due to a recent crime wave that has hit MSC, SGA President Tony Susco announced plans on reforming the student escort service.

The escort service will be made up of student volunteers that will escort male and female students to their cars and dorm rooms. This idea of students escorting students is not new on campus, Susco said. The program was originally started by the SGA 10 years ago. There have also been many complaints by students that the Campus Police take forever to arrive after they've been called and that they will only escort women, Susco said.

The service will still be under the supervision of Campus Police, but they will escort all students and hope to be there when needed. In hopes of getting students and organizations to donate manpower, Susco plans to have benefits for students who escort. These benefits might include priority registration and housing.

The hours that the service will run will be Monday thru Thursday from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.

HRO budget still frozen

The Human Relations Organization (HRO) has had its operational budget frozen due to a lack of membership. The class one organization that was responsible for events such as the HRO weekend has a membership of only three undergraduates. The money that is currently in HRO's budget will be put into the SGA's unappropriated surplus.

Chartered organizations

Three organizations were charted at last night's SGA meeting: Zeta Phi Beta, a nationally chartered sorority, Phi Chi Beta, a business fraternity, and Class One Concerts. An amendment to the Greek Council Constitution was also passed last night.

The Broadcasting department wins CNN Newsource Award

by Suzanne Potts

MSC's Broadcasting Department has received the CNN Newsource Award of Excellence, sponsored by CNN-affiliate WWOR-TV, Secaucus, NJ. The department will receive the CNN Newsource, a video/wire newsfeed service for being chosen for the award. Since MSC has a satellite dish, all that was needed to complete the Newsource program was a B-Mac Decoder and an Associated Press (AP) Express wire machine, according to Julie Marchini of the Office of Public Information.

A donation of $1,100 from WWOR-TV was presented to MSC in order to obtain the B-Mac Decoder, which unscrambles the signals sent by satellite. The AP Express, which is to be leased by the Broadcasting Department on a monthly basis of $105 will be paid for by the department and is only active during months when classes are in session due to its high running price. Gina Kennedy, producer/director in the broadcasting program since September 1990 believes the B-Mac Decoder is very beneficial to the students in this field of study. “Students need to work under deadline pressure with live, real news,” she said.

Another advantage,” according to Kennedy, is that “this Newsource footage gives the students the chance to watch professionals shoot properly and, afterwards, the students can go back and compare it to their own news production.”

Mike Scala, a broadcasting major and senior at MSC took Electronic Journalism last semester. According to Scala, the B-Mac Decoder provides a “great learning experience...it gives the students a news atmosphere of up to the minute news feed in which students write their own stories. Now we are not just limited to local stories, which can quickly become outdated, but those of national and world-wide news.”

The broadcasting division at MSC is one of 25 schools nationwide who has received the CNN video/wire newsfeed service. They include Northwestern University, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, Brown University, New York University and Rutgers University.

Those who are entitled to use this facility would be limited to broadcasting majors in accordance with an affiliated class, Kennedy said.

Senator Bill Bradley spoke to high school students from all over the state at his Twelfth Annual High School Leadership Seminar held at MSC last Monday.
THE INFORMATION DESK STAFF OF THE STUDENT CENTER IS SPONSORING A

LOVE NOTES BOARD

FOR VALENTINE'S DAY

Visit the Information desk, request a heart-shaped note, write a personalized note and leave it on the Orange Board adjacent to the desk.

Notes and space are limited. First come, first serve basis.

“Love Notes” are available now (February 11th, 3:30 pm) and will remain up for all Cupids and Venuses to read until Sunday, February 16th.

For further information, call 893-7546 or 7545

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY FROM THE STUDENT CENTER STAFF

TO ALL THE
TRAINNEES
FROM THE
DROP-IN CENTER

HANG IN THERE,
KEEP UP THE HARD WORK,
YOU’RE HALFWAY THERE!

Ann-Louise, Mary Ann, Dina, Scott, Christina,
Ken, Glenn, Jen K., Jen O., David, Kristen, Tom,
Joan, Heidi, Nelson, Dan, Ana

The Drop-In Center is a service of the SGA
Spanish article:

Continuán los problemas de estacionamiento

por Jorge L. Cruz

Encontrar estacionamiento dentro del colegio, se ha convertido en uno de los mayores problemas de los estudiantes. Existen ciertas horas del día en que es casi imposible encontrar un lugar para estacionarse, y cuando al fin se consigue, uno se da cuenta de que ha perdido varios minutos de clase; es decir, si alguien desea estar a tiempo en sus clases, tiene que llegar a la escuela por lo menos 30 minutos antes de que estas principien. Debido a que después de lidiar con el problema del estacionamiento, se tiene que usar el sistema de transporte interno, el cual es insuficiente ya que consta de unos cuantos autobuses que están asignados desde los cuales se tiene que caminar todavía una distancia considerable.

A todas estas contrariedades hay que agregar el frío que se tiene que soportar durante las largas caminatas, las cuales muchas veces tienen que ser desde los estacionamientos para los estudiantes, ya que en ocasiones no se cuenta con el tiempo suficiente para esperar el autobús. Las personas que reciben clases durante las noches tienen aún más problemas, ya que el lapso de tiempo entre los autobuses es mayor a estas horas. Si se prefiere caminar hasta el automóvil se corre el riesgo de ser asaltado, o lo que es peor, las mujeres corren el peligro de ser violadas, ya que los lotes se encuentran bastante retirados, mal alumbrados y solitarios, debido a que la policía de la escuela solo sirve para levantar infracciones a los estudiantes desesperados que tienden a estacionar sus autos en lugares prohibidos. O a aquellos que no pudieron pagar la cuota que el colegio exige para tener derecho a estacionarse dentro de este, debido a que quedaron en bancarrota después de pagar las extrasaludables sumas de la matrícula y los libros requeridos para sus materias.

Horas claves en que las entradas y salidas del autobús son mayor a estas horas. Si se prefiere caminar hasta el automóvil se corre el riesgo de ser asaltado, o lo que es peor, las mujeres corren el peligro de ser violadas, ya que los lotes se encuentran bastante retirados, mal alumbrados y solitarios, debido a que la policía de la escuela solo sirve para levantar infracciones a los estudiantes desesperados que tienden a estacionar sus autos en lugares prohibidos. O a aquellos que no pudieron pagar la cuota que el colegio exige para tener derecho a estacionarse dentro de este, debido a que quedaron en bancarrota después de pagar las extrasaludables sumas de la matrícula y los libros requeridos para sus materias.

Existen ciertas horas del día en que es casi imposible encontrar un lugar para estacionarse, y cuando al fin se consigue, uno se da cuenta de que ha perdido varios minutos de clase; es decir, si alguien desea estar a tiempo en sus clases, tiene que llegar a la escuela por lo menos 30 minutos antes de que estas principien. Debido a que después de lidiar con el problema del estacionamiento, se tiene que usar el sistema de transporte interno, el cual es insuficiente ya que consta de unos cuantos autobuses que están asignados desde los cuales se tiene que caminar todavía una distancia considerable.

Estar a tiempo en sus clases, tiene que llegar a la escuela por lo menos 30 minutos antes de que estas principien. Debido a que después de lidiar con el problema del estacionamiento, se tiene que usar el sistema de transporte interno, el cual es insuficiente ya que consta de unos cuantos autobuses que están asignados desde los cuales se tiene que caminar todavía una distancia considerable.
Planned Parenthood
Essex County
Affordable Women’s Health Care

GYN Exams  Birth Control  Counseling
Infection Treatment  Pregnancy Tests

Prompt Appointments - Evening Hours - Bilingual Staff

29 No. Fullerton Ave. Montclair 746-7116
Convenient locations also in E. Orange and Newark

---

**STAR TREK IV**

Wed., Feb. 19  8:00 PM
Richardson Hall RM 120

$.50 Donations to help SAVE the WHALES!

Sponsored by Conservation Club, Class I of the SGA

---

**L.A.S.O. Party!**

**Place:** Rathskellar

**Date:** Saturday, February 22, 1992

**Time:** 8:00pm – 1:00am

**Damage:** $7 MSC Students  
$8 General Public

---

 Theta Xi would like to thank the individuals responsible for the free publicity. Theta Xi had nothing to do with it!

**THETA XI...**

**We’re the Best and Obviously somebody knows it**

**EVENTS**

Lobster Dinner, Wed 2/12, meet in Blanton Quad at 7:30 pm
Stevens Tech Valentine Party, Thurs 2/13, Blanton Quad at 8:00 pm

For more information call Michael T. Bleecker at 893-5886

Theta Xi... too sexy for our ads
Theta Xi... is a very classy class IV orgy of SGA

---

L.A.S.O. is a Class I organization of the SGA
Lectures / Seminars / Seminars

2-13 Thursday Seminar: "Resume writing." Free. 10-11:30 a.m. Student Center 417.
Job readiness seminar: "Getting the Internship or Part-time Job That's Right For You." Free. 11 a.m.-Noon. Student Center Annex 106.
Career planning seminar: "Choosing a major." Free. 2-3:30 p.m. Student Center Annex 106.
Board of Trustees meeting. Free. 4 p.m. Student Center 419.
Job readiness seminar: "Interviewing." Free. 6:30-7:30 p.m. Student Center 417.

2-14 Friday Dean’s Symposium in the Arts: "Beyond Academe: The Transition from Classroom to Career." Guest presenters in theatre, music and art; workshops, panels and masterclasses. Contact 893-5103.

2-15 Saturday CLEP Review Workshop: Mathematics. Three-hour review session to prepare for the College Level Examination Program. Open to new and prospective Second Careers and part-time students. Fee: $4 per session. 10 a.m.-1 p.m. College Hall 121.

2-17 Monday Gwendolyn Goldsby Grant, advice columnist from Essence magazine, on "Sexual Stereotypes in the African Diaspora." Free. 7:30 p.m. Contact 893-4333.

Seminar: "What can you do with your major?" Free. 2-3:00 p.m. Student Center Annex 106.

2-19 Wednesday President’s Commission on Affirmative Action meeting. Open to the campus community. 9-11 a.m. Student Center 411.

Film / Theater

2-18 Tuesday Truth and Deception film series: "The Making of the President" and "Primaries." Free. 7:30 p.m. Sprague Library, conference room 2.

Music

2-13 Tuesday Faculty recital: Andrew Schulman, guitar. Free. 8 p.m. McEachern Recital Hall.
2-14 Friday The Manhattan School of Music Chamber Orchestra with Edmund Battersby on piano. Dean’s Symposium in the Arts. Contact 893-5103.

Events

2-15 Saturday "A finger-popping, body-moving, foot-stomping jam" sponsored by OSAU and African-American Studies. 18 or older only. Admission: $3 with MSC I.D.; $4 with college I.D.; $5 with I.D. 9 p.m. Student Center Ballrooms.
2-18 Tuesday "Class One Cafe" sponsored by Quarterly and Class One Concerts. Free. 7:30 p.m. Rathskellar.

Weekly

Monday: Union for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Concerns meeting. 4-5:30 p.m. Calcia Fine Arts Building 209.
Tuesday: Tae Kwon Do team meeting. 7:30-9:00 p.m. Panzer Gym wrestling room.
Wednesday: Montclarion general membership meeting. 6 p.m. Student Center Annex 113. Tae Kwon Do team meeting. See above.
Thursday: Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship meeting. 7:30 p.m. Student Center 411.
Sunday: Mass. 11 a.m. Russ Hall, Kops Lounge. 7 p.m. Newman Center, Dioguardi Room.

Events subject to change without notice.
Calendar events are due in The Montclarion by 4 p.m. Tuesday (AM. 113 Student Center Annex)
We regret to announce:

The Campus Community Weekend
February 28 - March 1

CANCELLED

A message from the Human Relations Organization

Please accept our apologies regarding this matter.
Thank you.

HRO is a Class I of the SGA and is located in Room 403 of the Student Center (893-7348)
It can’t do laundry or find you a date, but it can help you find more time for both.

The new Apple* Macintosh* Classic* II computer makes it easier for you to juggle classes, activities, projects, and term papers—and still find time for what makes college life real life.

It’s a complete and affordable Macintosh Classic system that’s ready to help you get your work finished fast. It’s a snap to set up and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even the most sophisticated applications with ease. And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to exchange information easily with almost any other kind of computer.

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you’ll be able to run several applications at once and work with large amounts of data.

If you already own a Macintosh Classic, and want the speed and flexibility of a Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes and it’s affordable.

To put more time on your side, consider putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk. See us for a demonstration today, and while you’re in, be sure to ask us for details about the Apple Computer Loan. It’ll be time well spent.

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For further information visit
The College Store
Lower Level – Student Center Building

©1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Classic is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh computers.

1991 YEARBOOKS

Pick up your copy in the Yearbook office,
SC Room 111, anytime with your student ID.

La Campana is a Class One of the SGA
Black Nationalist movement.

Edgar Hoover who sought to destroy the minds of white America and specifically J.

end of the robbery of the African-American property.

bear arms and protect themselves and their violence, he said, they should therefore exemption for blacks from military service community by racist capitalists from an rights," Seale said. They also called for the a "democratic, constitutional and human

congregation and protest was often met with disruption of the 1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago.

During the trial, Seale was literally bound, gagged and shackled to a chair in the court room. Seale said he fully expected to be killed while in custody but was subsequently released (after being acquitted).

It is important to note that Seale did not advocate armed overthrow of the government. Seale, currently affiliated with the African-American Studies Department at Philadelphia's Temple University, still believes in the ability of the democratic process. "The most important political institutions in the U.S. are local and federal legislative bodies," Seale said adding that their make up must be truly representative of today's society. Seale adds to the list of human rights, the right of a clean and safe environment and called for the creation of environmentally safe industries.

Asked about the role of today's students in social change Seale recommends investigation before action. "He or she that assumes without investigation is nine times out of 10 wrong," he said, recommending that students "donate a percentage of their time, whatever they can afford," to right the problems that society faces.

"Remember," Seale said Monday "that the best conscious raiser in the world is active involvement. It will make you read, study, research, realize and get down to the gritty and not miss any slit or grin."

Okay, so it's three in the morning and you've just finished watching that movie with Alix Sheedy, Ferris Bueller and that Matthew Burtler guy, whatever the hell his name is. You know, the one where he changes his grades, launches nuclear wepons and has a computer that sounds a little like Lauren Bacall when it talks. You're sitting in your living room eating your Doritos and wondering, "How can I get into doing some of this neat stuff?"

Three hours later you have destroyed Iraq, rescued Mother Theresa from the clutches of Guam's Hells Angels, finished one of those symphonies that Schubert didn't have time to before he dropped dead, and you still managed to beat the computer or satellite. How do you know that it's three hours later? Well, according to MMST (Mickey Mouse Standard Time) when Mickey's big hand is on the 12, and Mickey's little hand is on the six, it's 6:00.

Well, maybe you didn't do ALL of that stuff. But you could have if you owned a personal computer. Since IBM introduced its pc (personal pc) line in the early 1980's, computers have managed to infiltrate homes across the globe. We, the unsuspecting mortals who populate the cities of this earth, have been taken prisoner by an army of microchips that are so reliable and effective that if Napoleon were alive today and was in white collar crime he could probably subjugate the entire planet. With all due respect to those infamous Russian winter, they would not have been able to stop a madman hacking away at a keyboard in a heated war room.

On an entirely different plane, computers have revolutionized the way that the world does business, and in turn, they have forced an entire world to become computer literate in order to survive. This column will deal with the problem of a computer driven society, as seen through the eyes of those that have been forced to adapt or perish.

My objective is to let readers know that others have shared their anxieties, fears and frustrations dealing with computers. There are ways in which people and computers can coexist. It doesn't always have to be a struggle to write a term paper. And even you, the person who got electrocuted trying to get a piece of toast out of the toaster with a fork before unplugging the toaster, can exist in a world that is run by computers.

P.S. Two computer-related happenings on campus that should not be missed are the IBM PS/2 demonstration in the Student Center on Feb. 26, between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m., and the ASTD meeting on Feb. 20 between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m., which will feature Richard Nisvocia from IBM as a guest speaker. Hope to see you there!!

Coming Up: Interview with Dr. Eleanor Fianan from BEOFA (Business Education and Office Systems Administration).

Joseph Franciscone is employed by IBM and Morehead Hall computer lab. He is also President of the ASTD. All questions, requests, or comments can be submitted to The Montclarion.
The Montclarion
• murder. He shouldn't get the death pen­

So love is strange. That much is certain. A bizarre cavalcade of emotion, lust, passion, stillness, hate and fear. Anyone who has ever been in love knows what I'm talk­
ing at because in love, we, the high­est of creatures on the Big Blue Marble become ridiculous raving lunatics, completely without reason. We wallow around, mouths half-open, wearing these idiotic glazed eyes.

It's disgusting, actually, but sooner or later we all fall victim to it. Even the most subdued among us become bubbling mor­ons, chattering incessantly about the green­ness of the grass or the blue-ness of the sky, while verbally ignoring the most vital bodily functions, such as eating, sleeping and breathing. Our pulse rates quicken and with baby talk and goo-goo jargon. "Oooo I wuv yew..." You throw your gruel clear across the caf­eteria peeting the female square in the fore­head, splashing oily green chunked liquid across her devoted face. "Ha-ha," you laugh, running amok through the cafeteria, tossing bagels and grapefruits and hot dogs at the couple. "HA HA HA!

Standing before you are two tonsil-sucking bimbos, clutched in a longing embrace, standing before you is the most jaw-drop­ping creature you've ever had the pleasure to like. Join me for a bowl of gruel in the cafeteria?"

"Certainly," the goddess replies. She takes your hand and with a complete loss of gravity, you glide across the quad. Weeks pass, and you and Cindi (of course, with an "i") become attached at the hip, lips, hands and other questionable body parts. You become a disgusting sa­liva-sharing maggot of monogamy, blub­bering through your days, a complete zom­bie. It's all over for you. You and Cindi get married, have 12 children and buy a house in Secaucus. Cindi sits around the T.V. room all day, shoving Doritos down her throat, while you grow fat and bald. You die an early and gruesome death being hurled into the air. You and Cindi were in an indirect way saying "yes" to murder. He should've get the death pen­

Jeffrey Dahmer should get a conviction for what he did to those people. He is a criminal and should be treated as such. Put him in jail.

Jeffrey Dahmer was a cannibal but, so what? It's murder in the first degree. If he liked raw meat he should have raised ani­mals on a farm. The man is crazy, but he shouldn't get off on murder.

I believe in an eye for an eye, so he should get back what he gave! He knew what he was doing when he did it. So no, he should not get off on the insanity plea.

Standing before you is the most jaw-drop­ping creature you've ever had the pleasure of gazing upon. Sort of a cross between Uma Thurman and Winona Ryder. You feel your face evolving into a state of Perma-Grin. Kind of the sensation of eat­ing an orange too quickly, and having the tartness of the fruit throw an involuntary smile on your face, but not quite the same feeling as eating ice cream too quickly, which causes your eyes to blow out.

Fireworks! Gospel choirs! Rainbows and small furry animals!!! WHOOEE! You regain your composure and prepare to speak.

"Would you, um, you know, um, care to like Join me for a bowl of gruel in the cafeteria?"

"Certainly," the goddess replies. She takes your hand and with a complete loss of gravity, you glide across the quad.
Philanthropy
3/1 Kappa Alpha Psi will be feeding the homeless at Penn Station.

Athletic
2/23 TKE vs. Tau Phi Beta Time TBA
Alpha Chi Rho (AXP) Accepts any and all challenges for football games.

Fundraising
2/10-2/14 Theta Xi is selling Valentine’s Day candygrams at tables in Freeman and Blanton cafeterias.
Alpha Phi Omega used bookstore going on throughout the month of Feb.
2/4-2/14 Sigma Delta Phi
King and Queen of Hearts: Each organization sponsors a member and people vote for their favorite person. They simply put any amount of money into their favorite person’s money jar. The two winners will get a gift certificate to Houlihan’s and movie tickets.

Social
Reminder: NPC sororities may not mix or have any type of informal parties during Rush. Thank You. (M.P.C.)
2/13 Theta Xi Valentine’s party at Stevens Tech.
2/13 Delta Chi and Sigma Delta Chi Rush mixer. Look for information.
2/13 Rush Mixer with Delta Chi.
2/14 Bid Acceptance in Student Center Lobby 10-2 pm
2/20 Phi Sigma Phi and Sigma Psi Phi will be having a mixer at Club America.

All Greek organizations can place listings at the Greek Council, Tuesdays.

 Compiled by
Jennifer Fender

PLEDGE

Starting February 17th

LEADERSHIP, FRIENDSHIP, SERVICE

Call 893-5431 or stop by the AFW office in the Student Center, Rm. 406.

AΦΩ is a Class IV organization of the SGA
Where's that shuttle?

Now you can call the shuttle hotline
to find out

by Anthony DIPasquale

As the icy February breeze bites their faces, the 15 or so students waiting for the shuttle stare impatiently down a dark road. Ten more minutes pass and the crowd begins to grow more anxious. Finally one snaps: "Where the hell is the shuttle?" Instantly the group is brought together by their common suffering. Conversations bashing the MSC's shuttle system help pass the time and cool the nerves.

Unfortunately, this scene is often played out amongst those of us who are slaves to the campus shuttle system, but now there is a more effective method of expressing complaints: the shuttle hotline.

Kiki Williams, director of shuttle services, set up the hotline to listen to student concerns and suggestions to help improve the service.

"Everybody hears the complaints except the people who need to," explains Williams. "Students were contacting other departments like the Campus Police, so we set up our hotline to eliminate the lack of communication."

Now, instead of saying to each other, "How come you wait 20 minutes for a bus and then three come together?" or "Why does that woman drive so slow?" or "They always hide on Fridays!" or even "It's better than walking," you can just pick up the phone and complain to the person in charge.

Geraldine Harris, the shuttle supervisor, says the service has improved, and is making every effort to meet the needs of the students.

Two new and larger shuttles are going to be added at the end of February. And, for people with night classes, a third shuttle will be on the road, said Harris.

"If we hear of a problem of any sort, we take care of it," says Harris. "We take turns going out and observing. We know we have to work out some things, but the students have to utilize the hotline because we lack information."

Unfortunately, a favorite night-time driver is in the hospital and his replacement is "tied up in red tape" said Williams.

Since the hotline came into existence this semester, two people have called. Students like George Blue say they haven't called the hotline because there are no phones at the bus stop. "By the time I get to a phone, I forget what I was mad about," said Blue.

The campus shuttle service had tried to reach the students in the past with a survey, but out of the entire campus population, only 189 frustrated parkers responded.

"The purpose of the survey last year was to help justify why I was asking for what I wanted in the formal budget hearings," says Williams. "I eventually got what we needed to improve the service, but more student input would have helped."

Some of the improvements Williams has planned is a student advisory board to help assess the shuttle system.

So now all a student has to do is dial 893-5372, but don't ask any of the drivers how they feel about the situation: they have been instructed to direct all questions to their supervisors.

The Montclarion / Campus Life

Planned Parenthood of Greater Northern New Jersey is giving out a free pamphlet titled, "Teen Sex: It's OK To Say No Way." For a free copy send a self-addressed stamped-envelope to PPGNNJ Center for a Family Life Education, 575 Main Street, Hackensack, NJ, 07601.
Damn the students, Master Plan full speed ahead!

Our college, it seems, is on the verge of a financial red-alert, all hands to their battle stations crisis situation. Why, you ask? Well, according to Thomas Auch, vice president for administration and finance, unless the NJ Legislature passes Gov. Jim Florio's Tuition Stabilization Incentive Program (TSIP), MSC's "ability to function next year without severe cutbacks" is in serious jeopardy. And we all know how warmly those Republicans in the legislature take to Florio's programs. It now seems as though it's all up to the legislature. If they'd only pass the program, MSC could be saved!

But wait. Instead of our administration laying the blame for MSC's precarious position on the front stoop of the NJ Statehouse, it should re-examine its own irresponsible actions. While they shuffle off to Trenton, hat in hand, our administrators are overseeing a massive $35.78 million construction effort, affectionately dubbed the "Master Plan." This vaunted Master Plan is the crown jewel in Reid & Co.'s as yet untitled ambition to attain university status for MSC.

Not that The Montclarion is against university status: we're not, but we are against the way in which the administration is trying to achieve it, to the detriment of our school. It is unconscionable for the administration to dole out such huge sums of money while the basic operations of the college are in peril. A substantial portion of the funds allocated for the Master Plan come directly from students' tuition or loans which will be paid back with, guess what? Students' tuition. We at The Montclarion believe that most students would opt for a functioning college over an architectural masterpiece.

It seems almost beside the point to mention that the construction plan seems at best, ill-planned, and at worst, inept (case in point: the one-way access road to nowhere).

It has become clear that the administration has been blinded by the ethereal glow of the Master Plan. They have become, sadly, glory-seekers. Let's face it - university status for MSC won't look bad on President Reid's résumé. The lure has become irresistible.

Unfortunately, as the administration rushes blindly toward glory, our college's demise lies ahead.
Al Roker made me late

We all agree that finding a parking space on campus is tough, but in the winter it can be brutal. Although there are usually lots of spots available in the Clove Road lot, the shuttle buses are never dependable. I have discovered that the best time to get a decent spot is usually five minutes before five or 10-15 minutes after five. This is the time that the students who leave their classes at ten minutes before the hour get to their car. Most of the time I miss this time portal and struggle like a sperm looking for an egg to find a parking space quick, hoping to get to my class before roll call.

It is a good idea to follow students to their cars, sometimes. You have to be careful, you don’t want to follow someone all the way to the field house only to discover they were either getting something out of their car or parked illegally. You also have to be careful following people into that little circular lot behind Blanton; they are usually just cutting through to get to the next lot. Equal caution should also be taken when following someone into “Sucker’s Lane,” the strip lot right above the circle. To avoid these disappointing followings, you can simply ask the students if they are leaving and even offer to give them a ride to their car. The flaw with this scheme is that the students are too paranoid to get into cars with strangers. This flaw also works both ways, students are too paranoid to pick up strangers let alone talk to them. So we all must suffer.

If you happen to have a passenger in your car, you can have yourself a choice spot by getting them to lift up any of the gates on campus for you to enter, especially if it happens to be the Blanton lot (which the administration so rudely took away from us). I do it and it is very easy. When you do

this you should be a good Samaritan and let the guy in behind you. If you don’t have a passenger you can ask someone passing by, but I doubt that they will help. The problem with this plan is that it has to be done when the parking lot attendant isn’t looking or is not around. For this reason this maneuver is mostly beneficial only after 3:30 when the lot attendant is not around.

Alas, I see a solution for us last minute parking space scavengers - snow. Yea, snow is the answer. I came to this solution the other day when I received that small blizzard covering of snow. As I pulled into the pit I was immediately angered by the fact that the student lots were not plowed. My condition became more agitated upon discovering that the lots were plowed sporadically, erratically and not between the lines. And that is when I had my “Ephiphany”; the campus police cannot justify ticket a car for not parking between the lines when the lines when the lines have been whitened out with snow. So I quickly located a vacant illegal spot and parked. At the end of the day I did not receive a ticket.

Now I know that there are some students that would not park illegally under any circumstances. I don’t know why they think like this, it must be the fear of getting a ticket. If you did get a ticket for parking like I said, there really isn’t anything to worry about. All that has to be done is to get the SGA to appeal it.

$3 for the first minute; 99 cents for each additional minute

This service is set up for this very reason. It is a very simple procedure. Take the ticket to the SGA office in the Student Center within 10 school days if it has been assigned violation. The "Campus Ticket Appeal Forms" are located to your right as you walk into the office. Take one, fill it out, making sure to put X on the map provided indicating where you car was parked and turn it in. Turning it in is even more effortless, you put the completed form in the bin next to the bin it was taken from. If you happen to be a graduate student you have to submit it to Dr. Margaret Mukherjee located in room 208 in College Hall. The SGA will appeal any campus ticket they feel was wrongly delivered, and giving a ticket for not parking in between the lines when the lines are not visible is wrong.

There is no reason to not to believe that which Mother Nature has reserved for us. All we have to do is pray for snow, if you’re not religious, hope. But be careful you don’t want to ask for too much because they would definitely plow the lots if a blizzard hits. But then again, who knows.
**LETTER...**

**The guy so nice, he’d nuke ‘em thrice**

This letter is not anti-American, but instead, it is anti-Matt Swartz. I don’t want to offend America, just the foolish group of Americans who blame the deteriorating American economy on the Japanese. Matt Swartz has the nerve to blame Japan for what is totally the fault of America.

Let me first state that before World War II, Japan’s government was totalitarian. It was not until after the war that we forced them to become a capitalist nation. It just so happens that they are doing a much better job at being capitalist than we are. If you don’t like the fact that they are kicking our butts economically, remember that we gave them this advantage.

Maybe our problem lies in our greedy business attitude. There are many people in America who would buy a company just to put it out of business and make a profit for themselves. They don’t give a flying fig about the thousands of people that they will put out of work. I wonder if Mr. Swartz considered this when he looked at the American economy.

Maybe our problem lies in the quality of most American products. Whether you will admit it or not, American cars suck lemons. If anyone doesn’t believe me, read Consumer Report. My Japanese Nissan Sentra has given me excellent service for years, and I have no desire to drive an inferior American car. Maybe if people stopped buying American cars it would force the companies to make better products. I feel bad hurting our economy more by buying foreign cars, but I’d rather do that than get ripped off by my own country.

Daniel S. Lipper

**Wake Up!**

by K. Mau

From the country that brought you the Pacer...

Recently, since President George Bush’s return from his latest tour in the Middle East, Japan’s Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa, after a state of Japan bathing seems to have cropped up. Some people seem to believe Japan is at fault for the downturn in our economy and if the Japanese would cooperate with Bush’s wishes, we’d all have “jobs, jobs, jobs.” The only way we can have “jobs, jobs, jobs” is when the American workforce is skilled enough to compete in the international market. And the only way to accomplish this is through education.

When Japanese Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa called American lazy, he must have been talking about the CEO’s of the Big Three automakers, who went with Bush through the media to cheer him on. While GM announces it will lay off 74,000 workers over the next four years, the chairman Robert Stempel is making over a hundred times more than the average GM worker. That’s outrageous! And the layoffs don’t give much incentive to workers for putting out a quality product. Why should they when they know they are getting fired? Keep that in mind as you walk into a GM showroom.

The prime minister met pampered CEO’s, not average American workers. Maybe that is where his contention germinated. God knows regular Americans aren’t lazy. A new book, The Overworked American by Juliet B. Schor, states the average American works 164 labor hours more than they did 20 years ago. Put simply, they are working an extra month longer than 20 years ago. Only Japanese, South Koreans and Taiwanese work longer hours.

So why are there no jobs for a workforce willing to work so hard? Because poorer countries can offer a workforce for a fraction of the cost of the U.S., like Mexico and South Korea. Businesses which tend to care only about the bottom line simply can’t refuse the cheaper labor. If they do, they will be driven out of business by someone who did utilize the cheap labor. That is capitalism.

The education president, formerly the environmental president, has now changed his coat and is trying to be the health care president. Bush has to stop flailing around trying to please everyone and pissing off more people than not. He has to return to being the education president.
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The prime minister met pampered CEO’s, not average American workers. Maybe that is where his contention germinated. God knows regular Americans aren’t lazy. A new book, The Overworked American by Juliet B. Schor, states the average American works 164 labor hours more than they did 20 years ago. Put simply, they are working an extra month longer than 20 years ago. Only Japanese, South Koreans and Taiwanese work longer hours.

So why are there no jobs for a workforce willing to work so hard? Because poorer countries can offer a workforce for a fraction of the cost of the U.S., like Mexico and South Korea. Businesses which tend to care only about the bottom line simply can’t refuse the cheaper labor. If they do, they will be driven out of business by someone who did utilize the cheap labor. That is capitalism.

The education president, formerly the environmental president, has now changed his coat and is trying to be the health care president. Bush has to stop flailing around trying to please everyone and pissing off more people than not. He has to return to being the education president.

**LETTER...**

**Ceterko for president?**

Three cheers for Mr. Ceterko and his letter (Environmental Theater Act 1; Scene 2 “The cashier writes back”) of February 6, 1992. For far too long the liberals in this country, and at MSC for that matter, have been dictating what the majority of U.S. men and women will do. How long will the timber industry endure the hardship that the Spotted Owl has imposed upon it? How long will people (college students especially) be afraid to disagree with an idea or oppose a group for fear that the political correctness police will label them racist? How long will people lose money on their homes because their land has turned into wilderness? How long will the timber industry endure the hardship that the Spotted Owl has imposed upon it? How long will people (college students especially) be afraid to disagree with an idea or oppose a group for fear that the political correctness police will label them racist? How long will people lose money on their homes because their land has turned into wilderness? How long will the timber industry endure the hardship that the Spotted Owl has imposed upon it? How long will people (college students especially) be afraid to disagree with an idea or oppose a group for fear that the political correctness police will label them racist? How long will people lose money on their homes because their land has turned into wilderness?

Three cheers for Mr. Ceterko and his letter (Environmental Theater Act 1; Scene 2 “The cashier writes back”) of February 6, 1992. For far too long the liberals in this country, and at MSC for that matter, have been dictating what the majority of U.S. men and women will do. How long will the timber industry endure the hardship that the Spotted Owl has imposed upon it? How long will people (college students especially) be afraid to disagree with an idea or oppose a group for fear that the political correctness police will label them racist? How long will people lose money on their homes because their land has turned into wilderness? How long will the timber industry endure the hardship that the Spotted Owl has imposed upon it? How long will people (college students especially) be afraid to disagree with an idea or oppose a group for fear that the political correctness police will label them racist? How long will people lose money on their homes because their land has turned into wilderness? How long will the timber industry endure the hardship that the Spotted Owl has imposed upon it? How long will people (college students especially) be afraid to disagree with an idea or oppose a group for fear that the political correctness police will label them racist? How long will people lose money on their homes because their land has turned into wilderness?
Despite the Cat's call, feminists' grapples are legít

I sympathized with the disillusioned tone of P.R. Cat's editorial on feminism because I was also rebuffed once by a feminist group on campus. This, however, did not change my feelings about the positive aspects of the women's movement. If I were to let one bad experience color my judgment, I would miss out on so much more. The fact is, the person you yell the loudest grabs the most attention, and classes are often used to voice a professor's or group's personal grapples (who hasn't been harangued, for instance, by a Marxist professor?). Cats, in being led down by a few unpleasant people, has missed the point, just as would a white man were he to judge black liberation solely by men like Louis Farrakhán.

I would suggest that Cats read some classic feminist works, like Virginia Woolf's A Room Of One's Own, or Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique to see what women's liberation still means to the quiet majority of feminism. It means taking offense to the above list. It was conceived to show how ridiculous this whole situation is, and how acts as this are considered to be normal.

As for Cats' comment about men "protecting" women, I find this laughable. Women's generally lower incomes do not protect them from poverty, and whenever there are no men in the family (perhaps having fled responsibility), women are called upon to be the sole support of aged, ailing parents and children on these piddling incomes. If women are angry about this, it is understandable, and one cannot blame them for protecting themselves by pushing for higher salaries and better job opportunities. If women in the past have been reluctant to fight, it is because the laws gave everything they earned to their husbands and fathers. In states today, this man can claim women's property and wages as their own. I agree that women should fight like men to protect what they have—but one cannot expect them to fight too hard until they have something substantial of their own to fight for.

Stephanie Wood Graduate

Well, if Letterman won't do them...

As prominent members of the MSC Greek community, the brothers of Theta Xi National Fraternity would like to offer their response to the most recent attack on their collective character.

On the morning of Thursday, Feb. 6, slanderous posters were strategically placed which depicted Theta Xi National Fraternity in an extremely distasteful manner.

The flyer was an incredibly obnoxious parody of our "Theta Xi - For All the Right Reasons" rush flyer. Firstly, our fraternity logo was situated in the center with larger print above,outing our members as homosexuals and "outcasts." Below, was an extremely insulting mock "Top Ten Reasons to Pledge Theta Xi." Among these reasons were direct attacks on female students, for ignorance and discrimination have no limits.

We are brothers of Theta Xi National Fraternity pride ourselves on academic excellence, brotherhood and a strict position against hazing, among others. It is unfortunate that commitment to noble morals as these are met with contempt and ridicule. It seems mad to think that such common values as achievement, brotherhood and human dignity are deemed to be inconsistent with human thinking.

It becomes blindly apparent that someone feels threatened by our successful existence. Perhaps this fear may stem from inadegacy? It has been written that "man's fears that which he does not understand," and this example provides an altruistic interpretation.

It would be an act of ignorance to feel that this incident strictly concerns a single organization. This is an assault on Greek unity, as well as an embarrassing testimonial to Greek life in general. In addition, it would be foolish to believe that this event solely concerns Greeks, for ignorance and discrimination have no limits.

With all taken into consideration, the brothers of Theta Xi National Fraternity do not want anyone to falsely portray ourselves as a bunch of shift jaded, non-joyful stuffed shirts that cannot deal in humor. We would like now to present our responses to the "Top Ten Reasons to Join Theta Xi" list. We will first state the reasons as they appeared on the flyer, then our revisions to them. These are not meant to offend anyone, except those who made the flyers.

Their list:

1. Your mommy won't let you join anyone else.
2. We tried condoms, nine months later you showed up - 'nuff said.
3. At least Theta Xi scares...
4. Stop denying your homosexuality, come out of the closet and have gay pride.
5. We have rushed other nationals...our choice is clear.
6. We cannot speak for guys, but chicks really dig "Uncle Bob's" rubdowns.
7. Our dues go towards education; after all, some hot shot rich guy. No other national would take you.
8. Enemas are way too extreme; we are, however, well versed in soap, shampoo, and toothpaste usage - unlike others.
9. 9. We practice the safest sex: abstinence.
10. We have no friends anyway.

Our list:

1. We have no friends anyway.
2. Cool nicknames like "Uncle Bob."
3. Each brother received a dozen free enema kits.
4. Receive free pocket protector with dues.
5. We have rushed other nationals...our choice is clear.
6. We cannot speak for guys, but chicks really dig "Uncle Bob's"
7. Our dues go towards education; after all, some hot shot rich guy.
8. Stop denying your homosexuality, come out of the closet and have gay pride.
9. We practice the safest sex: abstinence.
10. Your mommy won't let you join anyone else.

The brothers of Theta Xi National Fraternity once again request that no one (except those responsible for the flyers) take offense to the above list. It was conceived to show how ridiculous this whole situation is, and how successful they have no place in Greek life or in life in general. Thank you for your time, consideration, and any assistance you can offer to the investigation currently underway with Deans Harris and Martin, and campus police.

Michael A. Costa
David J. Cozzi
and the brothers of Theta Xi National Fraternity
Class One Concerts: The inside story
by Laurie Jeffers

Lately, there has been a lot of buzzing around campus about Class One Concerts: “What are they doing?” The answer is quite a lot.

If you enter room 117 of the Student Center Annex, you will find many interesting things: Autographed 8 x 10 glossies of well known musicians, psychedelic painted tileings: Autographed 8 x 10 glossies of different music agents or pe­
gerators. Gamboi, C1 C’s job is to sponsor an afford­
ing tilings: Autographed 8 x 10 glossies of well known musicians, psychedelic painted tileings: Autographed 8 x 10 glossies of different music agents or pe­

For the students at MSC. He replied, “I just really want to do one big kick-ass show this semester.”
So, keep an ear out and watch your butts!

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

3. You Just Don't Understand, by Deborah Tannen. (Ballantine $10.00.) How men and women can understand each other better.
5. The Plate of Passage, by Jean M. Auel. (Ballantine, $10.00.) How men and women can understand each other better.
6. The Waste Lands, by Stephen King. (Plume, $15.00.) A theme park's cloned dinosaurs are creating a world crisis.
7. Jurassic Park, by Michael Crichton. (Ballantine, $5.99.) A theme park's cloned dinosaurs are creating a world crisis.
8. Possession, by Stephen King. (Plume, $15.00.) A theme park's cloned dinosaurs are creating a world crisis.

3. You Just Don't Understand, by Deborah Tannen. (Ballantine $10.00.) How men and women can understand each other better.
5. The Plate of Passage, by Jean M. Auel. (Ballantine, $10.00.) How men and women can understand each other better.
6. The Waste Lands, by Stephen King. (Plume, $15.00.) A theme park's cloned dinosaurs are creating a world crisis.
7. Jurassic Park, by Michael Crichton. (Ballantine, $5.99.) A theme park's cloned dinosaurs are creating a world crisis.
8. Possession, by Stephen King. (Plume, $15.00.) A theme park's cloned dinosaurs are creating a world crisis.

by Keri Kochanski

Tubes defies explanation

Staking through Off-Broadway's estro Place Theatre, the Tubes - a highpitch, gross freak, perform­
gamnent art piece that produces a sound similar to that of a rock band, a kind of rhythmic sound is essen­tial to the Blue Man Group's new show. Over the past six months the group has been immersed in the creative process of creating a show that will tour the United States and Europe. The show is called "Blue Man Group: Beyond the Pale." The group consists of two water, one male and one female, who perform as a team, creating a sound that is unique and powerful. The show is a combination of music, dance, and visual effects, all of which are created by the Blue Man Group itself. The show is a tour de force of creativity and innovation, and is a testament to the group's dedication to pushing the boundaries of performance art. The show is a must-see for anyone interested in the world of performance art and the creative process.
WMSC: The alternative to the alternative
by Toby Tyler

Broadcasting live from the MSC Student Center, this is WMSC-FM, a Class One Organization of the student government association, WMSC-FM broadcasts 7 days a week to the campus and the surrounding community.

Like most other college radio stations, WMSC-FM plays primarily "alternative" music. What does that mean? Well, to put it simply, you probably won't hear Mariah Carey or Marky Mark on WMSC-FM. But you can hear Nirvana, Living Colour, PM Dawn, and Dramarama being played airside on WMSC-FM.

Running the radio station is not an easy task. WMSC-FM has a staff of knowledgeable, energetic people to keep the station on the air. These people are responsible for the daily operations of the station. The responsibility of what music gets programmed and when, to the running of the news department, to devising various promotions, to maintaining the station's productions, falls on the staff of students. WMSC-FM also likes to reward our listeners for their support. Concert tickets are given away on a regular basis for the purchase of a membership to WMSC-FM. The responsibility of what music gets programmed and when, to the running of the news department, to devising various promotions, to maintaining the station's productions, falls on the staff of students. WMSC-FM also likes to reward our listeners for their support. Concert tickets are given away on a regular basis for the purchase of a membership to WMSC-FM.

One major opponent that WMSC-FM faces everyday is the difficulty to receive the signal at a distance from the college. WMSC-FM was located at 90.3 FM until 1984. F.C.C. regulations forced a move to 101.5, the same frequency as "a 18 kilowatt commercial station located in Trenton, N.J. Despite the interference leading to the stations listening area being smaller than others, over the past few years WMSC-FM has become one of the most influential college radio stations in the area.

Membership in WMSC-FM is open to all undergraduates students at MSC. If you are interested in radio programming, production, newscasting, promotions, spotcasting or just like music and want to learn how a radio station is run, call WMSC-FM at 903-4226. Membership meetings are Tuesdays at 4:30 p.m. in the station, room 110 of the student center annex. Even if you don't want to join, tune in!

Due to technical difficulties...

Couch Potato will not be aired...

by George Olacheswaki

Close your eyes for a minute, and try to picture what life might be like without that talking picture box we all call a television. A life without a boob tube. No more idiot box. What, pray tell, would we do for a cheap source of entertainment? Well, first off, we could go to the fourth floor deck of Blanton Hall and flick green gobs in all the homes in America. What, pray tell, would we do for a cheap source of entertainment? Well, first off, we could go to the fourth floor deck of Blanton Hall and flick green gobs in all the homes in America. What, pray tell, would we do for a cheap source of entertainment? Well, first off, we could go to the fourth floor deck of Blanton Hall and flick green gobs in all the homes in America.

Or we could change all the exit signs around campus, screwing up the commuters who chain than you do and get paid megabucks for it. Then again, without zillion-dollar television contracts, maybe they'll get paid a little less. Try to jam like Jordan. Home run like Carter. White like Strawberry. You can do it.
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Vidiot Report
by George Olschewski

What should be deciding factors in picking that new Nintendo game? Playability - is it user friendly? Graphics - is it nice to look at? And last, but not least - new stuff. What does this have that others don't?

Super Tennis for the SNES is a good sports game. It's relatively easy to learn, and after being trounced once or twice, you'll be on your way to being a Monica Seles or Andre Agassi. Graphically, it's okay. The sound effects do shine normally hear in a tennis match.

It's relatively easy to learn, and after being trounced once or twice, you'll be on your way to being a Monica Seles or Andre Agassi. Graphically, it's okay. The sound effects do shine normally hear in a tennis match.

The players are all right. They look human and not like midget Smurfs, even if they look like they're 12 years old. How's the game itself? It plays well - most of the controls can be mastered within a week or two. The L and R buttons along the top of the SNES controllers are a little hard to use when serving, though. There are three games: player vs. player, player vs. computer, and circuit play (There are also singles and doubles games, but I don't consider them games in themselves). Circuit is fun. It goes through a tournament pyramid, with the beginning sets one-game matchups. The semifinals are usually two-game, and the finals are either three or five. To finish the circuit takes a looooooooong time. Look forward to playing an entire day to get from one end to the other. For the ones who can only get in a game here and there, don't worry - it has a password feature. Player vs. computer is a quickie (I can think of better quickies, but I'll leave that to our personal page). The match can be single-game, three, or five. If you want to get in one really quick game, P vs. C is your best bet. The realism pushes Super Tennis up a little, while the length of circuit play brings it down a bit. A nice game to own if you're planning a nice sports collection. Rating: (Scale 1-5): 3 3/4.

Faceball 2000 for Game Boy is a game that is difficult to categorize, because there is no category to put it in completely. First of all, it's put out by the same sick individuals who gave the Nintendo world Terra. Second, how can you categorize a completely new gaming concept? Let me explain.

You are a happy face, like the annoying "Have a nice day" face. You float around an arena setting, looking for other faces. Why? To kill them, of course. Have a nice day. What makes Faceball so innovative is that the game is set in a first-person perspective. You are in the game. YOU are blasting the holy hopping bejezus out of everyone else. Okay, you have Faceball in your trusty little Game Boy, and you've played it. Alone, it isn't too old fashioned. Now what do you do? Get your Game Boy-owning friends to get it too, and then you can Game Link them together! Not two, not three, but FOUR people can play at the same time!

This is what makes it so cool. You can bust on your buddy when you nail him. You can watch the look of horror as you kill your best friend from behind. This is what makes it great - the interactive factor. And because you yourself see what's going on through your eyes only, and not through the omniscient television, you get the sense that it's you. Forget the Double Dragon stuff. This is the new breed. Play it alone, and it isn't too great. Play it with a bunch of others (Game Link them or use the four-way Game Link), and the beauty of this simple game comes through. Rating: an easy 3 1/2.

Flying Warriors by Culture Brain is much like the "Double Dragon" martial arts style games with one exception - it trains you in all the martial arts moves before moving on to another stage. This is nice because otherwise, you would have to hit and miss (no pun intended) on what kick and punch did what. This way, you at least have a working knowledge of how you should fight. After that, you embark on your quest, picking up armor and weapons, much like other games. I'm not too wild about the back-and-slash genre, but if you're into it, check it out. Rating: 3.

A game for all systems: Super Tennis (SNES), Faceball 2000 (Game Boy), and Flying Warriors (NES).

POTATO from page 19

A game for all systems: Super Tennis (SNES), Faceball 2000 (Game Boy), and Flying Warriors (NES).

of homework. Drag that GPA above 2.0. Or, get a job, if you can. Earn a few meals at Mickey D's. After all that, be creative. Use your imagination. Maybe even carve sex­ ually explicit statues out of the quick-set concrete they attempt to call mashed potatoes in the dining halls. Who knows? You might even get a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts by showing how well-endowed you are.

So many things to do... wait a minute. No television. That means no couch potatoes. That means no more Couch Potato Update, which means no more columns, no more fame, no taste buds. Okay, scratch that. Televisions are back. Pop on the tube, veg, and let's deteriorate our mental capacities by watching Geraldo.

Aaaaah... isn't that better? Besides, who needs a 4.0 anyway?
Final Analysis

by Jodi Schultz

A taut psychological and sensual thriller set in San Francisco, Final Analysis pinpoints the prominent psychiatry and experience of a prominent psychiatrist against two mysterious and sickly troubled sisters.

Isaac Barr (Richard Gere), a man of confidence and professional expertise, fully in control of his world; Heather Evans, (Kim Basinger), a woman of intelligence and stunning beauty who enters his life and inexorably alters his destiny; Diana Baylor, (Uma Thurman), a troubled girl whose “disturbed dreams” lead to a dangerous mystery; together they create a fantastic rip into the perplexed and brilliantly demented minds of Gere and Basinger to create an enigma which Gere has to desperately figure out before his life comes crashing down.

Final Analysis is a thriller which includes a cat and mouse game between the characters. Throughout the film, nothing is what it appears to be. Things constantly surprise,“ said Director Phil Joanou when asked to describe the film.

I was very intrigued with the performances given by Thurman and Basinger. Each showed an amazing range of versatility; from innocence to sensuousness, love to anger and horror to beauty these actresses brought fire and ice to the screen.

Eric Roberts, who plays Heather Evans’ brutal husband, was as brilliant as he was in Star 80. Eric was able to play a tough guy without making him a cliche. Although he’s very scary in the movie, you can also understand why Heather stays with him. Eric is a very persuasive actor.

The cinematography and grasp of symbolism in Final Analysis made the movie even more terrifying. A horrific display of dreams correlating with reality that shatters lives made me quiver with fright. Although, I wish the relationship between Heather and Isaac was developed more, I nevertheless enjoyed their intellectual and sexual bondage...bonding.

See this movie you could grab on to now and cuddle later.

Medicine Man needs therapy

by Mark Loughlin

If you’re like me, you’ll go and see almost any movie that Sean Connery is in. His record is extraordinary. For the last five years, he has been in some of the highest quality films on screen such as: Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade, The Untouchables and The Hunt for Red October. Sure once in a while, a Highlander 2 or The Presidio, but usually Connery is a safe bet.

Unfortunately, Medicine Man, while showing a lot of promise, never quite delivers the satisfaction that it should. Connery plays Dr. Robert Campbell, a reclusive research scientist, working in the rainforest who has apparently found the cure for cancer. When his boss, Dr. Craze (Lorraine Bracco) comes to check on his progress, she is greeted by a less than warm reception by the gruff but ultimately lovable Campbell. After introducing her to caffeinated tree bark and other assorted potions found only in the jungle, the two scientists climb up the 100 feet high using a complex set of pulleys and rope. The two scientists climb up the trees to collect the flowers in a very exciting sequence that breathes life into the film.

Apart from Connery’s performance and Jerry Goldsmith’s score, Medicine Man doesn’t have much to offer other than beautiful scenery and Connery’s ultra hip pony tail. People going to see a jungle adventure film will be disappointed, as those wishing for a science thriller will be disappointed also. It’s more like an eco-drama with a sprinkling of native musical numbers. There was nudity in practically every scene involving the natives, but the film still received a PG-13 rating. This just goes to prove the ratings boards unwritten rule that nudity involving dark skinned natives in a tropical climate DOES NOT COUNT.

Yet, beneath the uneven plot of Medicine Man lies a powerful question: What if those life-rich rain forests we are destroying each year contain one of a kind curative plants and herbs? Apart from all the oxygen we are losing from the deforestation, we may be destroying all the magic in these rapidly receding areas. Unfortunately, Medicine Man does not contain any magic of its own.

Write for the Arts section?

893 - 5169
HELP WANTED

Spring & Summer Internships Available - Wanted: part time, spring intern needed ASAP for "Fashion Illustration" designer and "Research Assistant" (Little Falls). Communication, design, PR, & Marketing majors wanted for many part-time paid internships throughout New Jersey during fall, spring or summer months. Interested? Fax or mail resume & cover letter to: Intern Placement Service, PO Box 1287, Maplewood, NJ 07040. Fax: (201)763-4818.

Babysitter needed for 2 boys in my Upper Montclair home. Occasional afternoons and evenings. Must be available Friday afternoons. $20/hour. (201)823-8756.

Montclair home. Occasional afternoons and evenings. Women's history month (3/10/92) and get involved in the pro-choice march in Washington (4/5/92). "We Won't Go Back!" Need money for your organization? Call the Alumni Office and let me tell you how we can help you. To find out more about participating in Phonathon (and making money for your organization), please call ext. 4141 and ask Lisa Bogart. P.S. Dates for this year's Phonathon are March 2-5 and March 9-12, 1992.

FOR SALE


I had this comic book collection right, and I don't know money's tight and it wouldn't kill me to have a comic book collection right. Call 201-966-2978.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE: Intercollegiate Ski Weeks. Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free admission and more! Organize a small group. Early discount: 1-800-999-SKI-9.

Spring Super Saver Weekends. $99.00 per person includes meals. Price includes: Round trip transportation via temperamen control luxury motor coach; 2 night hotel deluxe accommodations at the Comfort Inn Suites in the heart of downtown. (Absolutely the best located hotel in Montreal)! For more info on local classifieds, call: 800-876-3107.

FOR SALE: 1989 Honda Civic DX. 19,000 miles. Asking $6500 (negotiable). Must Sell! P.O. Box 1287, Maplewood, NJ 07040. Fax: (201)763-4818.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE: 1992 Honda Civic DX. 19,000 miles. Asking $6500 (negotiable). Must Sell! P.O. Box 1287, Maplewood, NJ 07040. Fax: (201)763-4818.

FOR SALE: Intercollegiate Ski Weeks. Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free admission and more! Organize a small group. Early discount: 1-800-999-SKI-9.

Spring Super Saver Weekends. $99.00 per person includes meals. Price includes: Round trip transportation via temperamen control luxury motor coach; 2 night hotel deluxe accommodations at the Comfort Inn Suites in the heart of downtown. (Absolutely the best located hotel in Montreal)! For more info on local classifieds, call: 800-876-3107.

FOR SALE: 1989 Honda Civic DX. 19,000 miles. Asking $6500 (negotiable). Must Sell! P.O. Box 1287, Maplewood, NJ 07040. Fax: (201)763-4818.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE: Intercollegiate Ski Weeks. Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free admission and more! Organize a small group. Early discount: 1-800-999-SKI-9.

Spring Super Saver Weekends. $99.00 per person includes meals. Price includes: Round trip transportation via temperamen control luxury motor coach; 2 night hotel deluxe accommodations at the Comfort Inn Suites in the heart of downtown. (Absolutely the best located hotel in Montreal)! For more info on local classifieds, call: 800-876-3107.

FOR SALE: 1989 Honda Civic DX. 19,000 miles. Asking $6500 (negotiable). Must Sell! P.O. Box 1287, Maplewood, NJ 07040. Fax: (201)763-4818.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE: Intercollegiate Ski Weeks. Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free admission and more! Organize a small group. Early discount: 1-800-999-SKI-9.

Spring Super Saver Weekends. $99.00 per person includes meals. Price includes: Round trip transportation via temperamen control luxury motor coach; 2 night hotel deluxe accommodations at the Comfort Inn Suites in the heart of downtown. (Absolutely the best located hotel in Montreal)! For more info on local classifieds, call: 800-876-3107.

FOR SALE: 1989 Honda Civic DX. 19,000 miles. Asking $6500 (negotiable). Must Sell! P.O. Box 1287, Maplewood, NJ 07040. Fax: (201)763-4818.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE: Intercollegiate Ski Weeks. Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free admission and more! Organize a small group. Early discount: 1-800-999-SKI-9.

Spring Super Saver Weekends. $99.00 per person includes meals. Price includes: Round trip transportation via temperamen control luxury motor coach; 2 night hotel deluxe accommodations at the Comfort Inn Suites in the heart of downtown. (Absolutely the best located hotel in Montreal)! For more info on local classifieds, call: 800-876-3107.

FOR SALE: 1989 Honda Civic DX. 19,000 miles. Asking $6500 (negotiable). Must Sell! P.O. Box 1287, Maplewood, NJ 07040. Fax: (201)763-4818.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE: Intercollegiate Ski Weeks. Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free admission and more! Organize a small group. Early discount: 1-800-999-SKI-9.

Spring Super Saver Weekends. $99.00 per person includes meals. Price includes: Round trip transportation via temperamen control luxury motor coach; 2 night hotel deluxe accommodations at the Comfort Inn Suites in the heart of downtown. (Absolutely the best located hotel in Montreal)! For more info on local classifieds, call: 800-876-3107.

FOR SALE: 1989 Honda Civic DX. 19,000 miles. Asking $6500 (negotiable). Must Sell! P.O. Box 1287, Maplewood, NJ 07040. Fax: (201)763-4818.
Elizabeth, Happy Valentine's Day (babe!)  
Love Frankie Dukes (AXP)

-Kathleen (Iota) Happy Valentine's Day.
Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Shoe

by Jeff MacNelly

Life in the Bowl

by Christian Rogers

You can change your life, by simply crossing a bowl.
Mother Goose and Grimm

by Mike Peters
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ACROSS
1  Mahal  4 Title of respect (abbr.)
2  Grullo's trademark  3 Miss Bryant
3  College in Brooklyn (abbr.)  4 Miss Adams
4  Miss Bryant  5 City in Oklahoma
6  Miss Bryant  7 Engage in combat (2 wds.)
7  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  8 Miss Bryant
8  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  9 Miss Bryant
9  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  10 Miss Bryant
10  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  11 Miss Bryant
11  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  12 Miss Bryant
12  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  13 Miss Bryant
13  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  14 Miss Bryant
14  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  15 Miss Bryant
15  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  16 Miss Bryant
16  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  17 Miss Bryant
17  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  18 Miss Bryant
18  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  19 Miss Bryant
19  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  20 Miss Bryant
20  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  21 Miss Bryant
21  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  22 Miss Bryant
22  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  23 Miss Bryant
23  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  24 Miss Bryant
24  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  25 Miss Bryant
25  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  26 Miss Bryant
26  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  27 Miss Bryant
27  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  28 Miss Bryant
28  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  29 Miss Bryant
29  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  30 Miss Bryant
30  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  31 Miss Bryant
31  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  32 Miss Bryant
32  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  33 Miss Bryant
33  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  34 Miss Bryant
34  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  35 Miss Bryant
35  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  36 Miss Bryant
36  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  37 Miss Bryant
37  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  38 Miss Bryant
38  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  39 Miss Bryant
39  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  40 Miss Bryant
40  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  41 Miss Bryant
41  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  42 Miss Bryant
42  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  43 Miss Bryant
43  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  44 Miss Bryant
44  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  45 Miss Bryant
45  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  46 Miss Bryant
46  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  47 Miss Bryant
47  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  48 Miss Bryant
48  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  49 Miss Bryant
49  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  50 Miss Bryant
50  Engage in combat (2 wds.)  51 Miss Bryant
51  Engage in combat (2 wds.)

DOWN
1  Top 2  Stiff 3  Strong
4  Stout 5  Strong 6  Stout
7  Strong 8  Stout 9  Stout
10  Stout 11  Stout 12  Stout
13  Stout 14  Stout 15  Stout
16  Stout 17  Stout 18  Stout
19  Stout 20  Stout 21  Stout
22  Stout 23  Stout 24  Stout
25  Stout 26  Stout 27  Stout
28  Stout 29  Stout 30  Stout
31  Stout 32  Stout 33  Stout
34  Stout 35  Stout 36  Stout
37  Stout 38  Stout 39  Stout
40  Stout 41  Stout 42  Stout
43  Stout 44  Stout 45  Stout
46  Stout 47  Stout 48  Stout
49  Stout 50  Stout 51  Stout
52  Stout

Look for answers to this week's puzzler in next week's Montclarion.

Answers to Last Week's Puzzler

A T E S T  P A R  P A C E R
T O R A H  R E T  S A V E S
T H R E E  R E T  S A V E S
B R A V E  R E T  S A V E S
A C T O R  R E T  S A V E S
A T T I V E  R E T  S A V E S
B R A V E  R E T  S A V E S
O N A L  R E T  S A V E S
T H O R A C H  R E T  S A V E S
S P E L T S
A T T I V E  R E T  S A V E S
M O D E S T O
S N I P  M I S T E R M I N G
H O R A T I C  A N T I Q U E
I N E N O E L  A N T I Q U E
A S T O
D U S T M O P
R E C E N T  B R O U G H T
H U R R I N G
A T X I A L  C I S  I O N I A
F A L S E  I C I  M U T T S
F L E E N  B A A  A T R I P
G A R R T S  B E L  S H A D S
**Wednesday**

Bring in any PAID library fine for a FREE SHOT any night.

**Wacky Wednesday**

Pay one price

Nobody beats our prices

**Friday**

Trade in your old ski-lift tickets for FREE drinks any night.

**College Pub Night**

DRAFT BEER $1

ALL SHOTS $2

80 OZ. PITCHERS $5

Presenting

JELLO SHOTS $1 ALL NIGHT

Don’t drink and drive

**Saturday**

Trade in any used bar shirt for a new BEDROC shirt!

**Bedroc** is run by college students, for college students — with higher education in mind.

**Tuesday and Thursday Night is Montclair State College**

**College Night**

9pm - 12am

Admission: $5.50

w/College ID: 4.50

Skate Rental: 1.50

Music by Robert Jackson from The Roxy – NYC

— Clubs — Organizations — Fraternities —

Book your group of 10 or more in advance for $3 per person

Reserve the rink for your next fund raiser!

**United Parcel Service knows how difficult it is these days to get through school, academically and financially. While we can’t help you get better grades, we can help you by offering one of the most generous tuition reimbursement packages around.**

By working 3-5 hours a day, 5 days a week on selected shifts, you can be eligible for educational loans of up to $25,000 a year and tuition reimbursement of up to $2,000 a semester. You’ll also start at $8 an hour, be able to pick a schedule that works around your classes, get paid holidays and vacations, receive company benefits and be eligible for promotions.

**UPS also knows that free time is important. As a part-time package handler, you’ll get weekends off! That’s plenty of time to study or recharge.**

No wonder we say UPS delivers more than a great job...UPS Delivers Education.

To learn more about this great opportunity, please visit the Student Center on Wednesday, February 19th from 11am to 3pm. Or, apply in person during our regular interview hours at one of the locations listed below.

**UPS Secaucus**

493 County Ave.

Mon.-Thurs., 9am-11am & 4pm-8pm

Friday, 9am-11am & 6pm-8pm

**UPS Saddle Brook**

280 Midland Ave.

Tues. & Thurs., 2pm-4pm

**Equal Opportunity Employer**

**Monday**

**Bring in any PAID library fine for a FREE SHOT any night.**
Beauty knocks out The Beast

Iron Mike behind Iron Bars, finally

The bell sounded and the most unlikely of opponents was standing with her arm raised in victory.

DING! DING! DING! DING! In a stunning upset! Scoring a win by knockout! Miss Black America Contestant!

A beautiful 18-year-old girl, who had the whole world in her corner, did something only one other person had done: knocked out Mike Tyson.

On Feb. 10, 1990, underdog James "Buster" Douglas took the title away from the former heavyweight champ with a barrage of rights. Exactly two years later, the pit bull from Brooklyn was once again floored by devastating rights, but this time they were the rights of a courageous girl.

On Monday, after about nine hours of deliberations, 12 gutsy jurors found Tyson guilty of rape and deviate criminal conduct in connection with the alleged attack of the Miss Black America Contestant. Sentencing will be March 6.

I doubt Iron Mike will be behind Iron Bars for too long, but the verdict gives hope that big-name media icons will not go unscathed because of their money or so-called power.

When the verdict was announced, Tyson and promoter Don King were said to have been left expressionless and speechless. To see those two ignorant mouths, who spew harassing and fondling numerous women, and the list goes on.

This is where I have the biggest problem. Doctors claim that Tyson is a manic-depressive and he suffers mood swings. This is a bunch of crap! What, are we stupid?! Look at everything he has done. I'm no doctor, but I don't think Tyson is a manic-depressive. I think he is a sick man who should be banned from boxing, treated for whatever he has and punished for the crime he has committed.

I know it's wrong to convict him on the basis of track record, but he is a dangerous man and a disgrace to the world of sports. Justice must finally be served. A lot of people will jump on the "racism" bandwagon, saying, "Tyson lost because he's black. Look at William Kennedy Smith. He was arraigned on a rape charge." Hey, there were two African-Americans involved in the Tyson hearing. One of them was going to lose.

I also know a lot of people are saying the victim knew what she was in for, but no means NO! Just because Tyson has incredible strength doesn't mean he can grab a girl, spread her legs, force penetration and say goodbye when he's done.

"The fight's over for you... We kicked his ass."

This was an ass-kicking that was definitely long overdue.

Calling the Shots

If anniversaries mean anything to you, Mike Tyson was convicted for rape Feb. 10, 1992, and he lost his title on the same day in 1990 and married Robin Givens Feb. 9, 1988. I can't wait until 1994.

Another ironic anniversary will be March 6, when Tyson is sentenced. Seven years earlier he fought and won his first professional match against Hector Mercedes.

A number of years back, a boxer named Jimmy Scott was allowed to box in prison. Tyson won't get the same liberty. Is Mike Tyson a sick man? He once performed oral sex on a girl who had been menstruating. You make the call.

I still say Iron Mike should be put in the same room as the man with the biggest meat freezer since Sam the Butcher on The Brady Bunch. Jeffrey Dahmer. Now there's a match made in heaven.

MSC SportsTalk

For all the latest sports info listen to 101.5 FM, WMSC. Call in and talk to the campus experts, Wednesdays from 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Call 893-4256

Hear ye!! Hear ye!!

The Sports King requests that you mail in any opinions on anything in sports to:

The Montclarion e/o Sports Department
Student Center Annex, Rm. 113
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

or drop them off in The Montclarion office. Letters, 100 words or less, must be typewritten. Please include your name, major and telephone number. Letters may be edited for brevity. Deadline for letters will be Monday at 12:00 noon.
Indoor track and field gears up for National Invitational

by Mark A. Belnay

Since MSC’s track and field athletes laced up their shoes in the final days of summer, they have broken 10 records. If this is any indication of things to come, MSC’s chances of excelling at the Division III National Championships at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point on March 13-15 appear to be favorable.

On the men’s side, junior Dwayne Stevens and freshman Neal Ruiz have accounted for six of the broken records. Ruiz, who was chosen as College Male Athlete of the Week by The Star-Ledge, holds the individual MSC record for the 55-meter dash, has broken the school’s long jump record on five separate occasions, and is considered one of the top jumpers among N.J.’s colleges and universities. Ruiz and fellow team members also set school records in the 800 and the long jump which were held in December.

Stevens, a junior transfer, set individual school marks in the 200 and the 400, with times of 22.10 and 48.86 seconds. Stevens is also considered one of the premier 400-meter relay runners in the country and along with the talented Ruiz, holds the school record in the 800. Both Ruiz and Stevens are headed for the National Invitations at the end of the season, as Ruiz qualified in the 55-meter dash and the long jump, while Stevens qualified for the 400.

With 12 members headed to the National Invitational, the team is loaded with talent. Sophomore Mike Rodgers set the school record for the high jump with a mark of 6-6’’ earlier in the season and teammate Jaime Diaz, who pole vaults for MSC, set a school record with a 14-6’’ mark. Ruiz and freshman Mike Scott set the school record in the combined long jump while junior Brian Major and Rodgers accounted for the new record in the high jump tandem.

What do Dwayne Stevens, Wayne Elliot, Ernest Johnson, and returning All-American Adubl Williams all have in common? They’re going to the National Invitational along with the rest of the MSC team to compete in the 1600-meter relay.

Not to be outdone, the women’s team of Denise Drakes, Cara Roberts, Sharline Linda, Kristen Pelcher and Sherine Titus have qualified for the National Invitational in the 1600-meter relay, to round out MSC’s 12 member squad.

Head coach John Blanton says Sharren Linda, a sophomore from Martin Luther High School in Brooklyn, has “really come around” and is proud of her accomplishments this season. Linda will be traveling to the Meule. On Saturdays to compete in the 400 after an impressive 53.8 second run.

Drakes, Linda, new comer Kristen Linton of Coit of Clifton, and Sharline Titus, running for Cara Roberts, all combined, ran an incredible 4:00:95 in the 1600-meter relay to qualify for the National Invitations. Also qualifying for the trip to Wisconsin será by a combination of Scott and Brandon Williams who will be competing in the 55-meter dash.

Coach Blanton and his staff would like to thank the entire team for its patience throughout the season and the belief in one another that has led to the results that have been attained this season. When asked what he thinks the future holds for this group of talented athletes, he replied, “We have a great team that will only get better.” Finally, when asked what he feels will happen when the team travels to the National Invitational Blanton replied, “Hopefully we’ll go to the Nationals and hit the Trump Loto”.

Women’s swim team is defeated in Metros

by Jim Klossek

Coming off its best season in five years, the 5-6 women’s swim team traveled to Long Island to compete in the Metropolitan Championships last weekend at the United States Merchant Marine Academy. Having placed 7th in last year’s tournament, the Red Hawks had high hopes of improving this time around.

But, by the time the meet ended on Sunday, MSC found itself in 7th place for the second straight year. They hit a jump shot with 4:44 left in the game to give the Red Hawks their first lead at 55-54, everything seemed to be going according to plan. Except for one thing—somebody forgot to tell the Pioneers to play dead. Instead WPC came alive to down MSC 70-59 in an important New Jersey Athletic Conference contest.

The Red Hawks (9-5) are now tied with Trenton State for third place in the NJAC with the Pioneers and Kean College only a game behind at 8-4. The fact that only two of those four teams will make the playoffs has MSC head coach Alice De Paio hoping her team will slip into high gear soon. “I thought we looked better today than we have in the last couple games,” De Paio said, “but we still need to start putting together solid halves of basketball if we expect to make the playoffs.”

Second half collapse drops MSC to 9-5

by Jim Klossek

With MSC trailing 47-36 with 15:05 left in last Saturday’s game at William Paterson College, it would have been appropriate for a Red Hawks fan to exclaim, “We’ve got them right where we want them.”

After all, MSC has acquired a reputation lately for being a strong second half team. When Jeanine Mullally hit a jump shot with 4:44 left in the game to give the Red Hawks their first lead at 55-54, everything seemed to be going according to plan. Except for one thing— some body forgot to tell the Pioneers to play dead. Instead WPC came alive to down MSC 70-59 in an important New Jersey Athletic Conference contest.

The Red Hawks (9-5) are now tied with Trenton State for third place in the NJAC with the Pioneers and Kean College only a game behind at 8-4. The fact that only two of those four teams will make the playoffs has MSC head coach Alice De Paio hoping her team will slip into high gear soon. “I thought we looked better today than we have in the last couple games,” De Paio said, “but we still need to start putting together solid halves of basketball if we expect to make the playoffs.”

Sport's
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INSIDE SPORTS

King’s Court: What goes around comes around for Tyson..............27

WPC hands women’s basketball 70-59 defeat

Second half collapse drops MSC to 9-5

Men's two-game winning streak snapped by WPC, 57-54

Basketball team drops to 6-13

by Keith A. Idee

The Red Hawks basketball team, coming off their biggest win of the season over Ramapo last Tuesday, dropped a 57-54 decision to NJAC rival William Paterson College in Wayne Saturday, snapping their two-game winning streak.

On the heels of a two-game winning streak, the Red Hawks may have come into the contest playing with a little extra confidence. However, MSC assistant coach Dave Walsh disagreed. “We’re not good enough to take anyone for granted, especially in this league,” Walsh said. The Hawks are 6-13 and have won just one of their last 10 games.

The Hawks remained competitive throughout the game, tying the score at one point in the first half. However, the Red Hawks came out of halftime on fire, scoring 23 unanswered points to put the game out of reach.

The Hawks were led in scoring by senior guard Tommie Patterson, who scored 21 points. Sophomore guard Shannon Schaffer, who’s been hampered by a leg injury the past few weeks, scored 19 points and pulled down six rebounds on her route to her finest performance since December.

The Hawks, who are 14-6 overall and 6-13 (5-9 NJAC) for the season, are looking for their third straight win when they take on the Rowan College at Lone Mountain Mountain Hawks their first lead at 55-54, every-